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If I Don't Take Insurance...Do I Still Need to
Document Medical Necessity?
This is such a hot topic that a documentation question comes across
my inbox almost weekly. The answer is yes! Documentation is a
standard in our profession and there are some good reasons why.

The Lowdown
1. Even if you are not on insurance panels, if you see a client who
has outofnetwork benefits and uses a PPO, you can still be audited.
This means you still have to justify medical necessity or risk claw
backs. This doesn't happen often, but it has been happening more in
recent years.
2. Your records could be subpoenaed, so you want to make sure
they are HIPAAcompliant to protect you and your client.
3. You may have a client who goes out on Workman's Comp or
requests Disability. These entities can request your records. It's
much better to have already written your notes when they are fresh
than to have to write them when they are stale.
4. If the client is ever a danger to him/herself or others, you need to
document your assessments and what you did in response.
Click here to continue reading...
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Medical Necessity Training
Documenting Medical Necessity Using
Behavioral Language and Solution
Oriented Questions:
> Friday, 9.30.16  9 AM4:45 PM
> presented by Beth Rontal + Liz Brenner
> onsite in Cambridge, MA
Click here for details + to register

Why Using Integrated Payments Will
Boost Your Business
Join us for a lunch + learn webinar to
explore how using BluePay for credit card
processing will help you save time and
money, reduce doubledata entry errors,
and simplify the reconciliation process.
Thursday, 8.11.16, 12:30  1:30 EST
Space is limited: click here to register
To your success!
_LeighAnn Renz
_Business Development & Marketing Director
_pimsyemr.com
_877.334.8512, ext 4 (toll free)
_leighann@pimsyemr.com

"If you are looking for a software that will grow as you grow and cater to your
business needs, PIMSY is it." ~ Manote Prommart
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